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Background: This pilot study explored the feasibility and acceptability of implement-
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adults (AYA) with leukemia.

2

ing text-based assessments of oral chemotherapy adherence in adolescents and young
Methods: AYA prescribed maintenance 6-mercaptopurine (6MP) received daily text
message surveys and utilized an electronic pill bottle for 28 days. Text surveys assessed
6MP adherence and contextual associates (eg, mood). Feasibility was defined by
recruitment/retention rates, survey completion rates, cost, and technical issues. After
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the 28-day period, AYA completed an acceptability survey. Secondary analyses compared text survey and electronic pill bottle adherence rates, and explored the daily
associations between contextual factors and 6MP nonadherence.
Results: Eighteen AYA enrolled (M age = 18, range 15-22) and completed study procedures (100% recruitment and retention rates). Adherence survey completion rates
were high (M = 88.9%), the technology cost was $204.00, and there were few technical
issues. AYA reported high satisfaction with the surveys and perceived them as a helpful medication reminder. While not significantly correlated, survey and electronic pill
bottle adherence data converged on the majority of days (>90%). Exploratory analyses showed that AYA were more likely to miss a dose of 6MP on weekends (OR = 2.33,
P = .048) and on days when their adherence motivation (OR = 0.28, P = .047) and negative affect (OR = 3.92, P = .02) worsened from their own typical functioning.
Conclusions: For AYA with leukemia, daily text-based surveys are a feasible and acceptable method for delivering medication adherence assessments, and may operate as a
short-term intervention. To develop personalized mobile health interventions, findings
also highlighted the need to study time-varying predictors of 6MP nonadherence.
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INTRODUCTION

absence of this information stalls the development of interventions
that deliver personalized adherence support at the right moment.

Treatment nonadherence is pervasive, particularly among adoles-

EMA has shown high feasibility across studies of AYA with other

cents and young adults (AYA), and results in devastating health

chronic health conditions23,24 and utility in measuring the tempo-

consequences and significant health care costs.1–4 AYA with acute

ral determinants of health behaviors, including a few studies that

lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) are an exemplar cancer population for

examined nonadherence to other treatment regimens.25–29 In other

piloting new adherence assessment

strategies.5

During the mainte-

pediatric populations, compliance to daily EMA surveys sent for 3+

nance phase, AYA with ALL must take daily oral chemotherapy called

weeks is high (M = 75%),24 and initial studies have shown conver-

6-mercaptopurine (6MP) for 2-3 years to prevent relapse. In one trial

gence between EMA, objective measures (eg, blood glucose meters),30

(COG-AALL03N1), nearly 50% of AYA demonstrate 6MP adherence

and retrospective self-report questionnaires.27 However, AYA with

rates below a 95% critical level for relapse

prevention.1

Routine

ALL may have unique perspectives on receiving daily surveys about

assessment of treatment adherence is one of 15 evidence-based

cancer at a time when they are transitioning to less frequent medi-

standards designed to promote comprehensive psychosocial care to

cal follow up, self-managing chemotherapies from home, and return-

children with cancer.6,7 Yet, regular and valid adherence assessments

ing to normal. Moreover, past EMA studies have largely neglected

are rarely obtained in practice.7

Several logistical and systems barriers

implementation considerations that are particularly relevant for prac-

impede regular adherence assessment, including lack of time and com-

tice (eg, limited reporting of logistical/technical challenges, delivering

peting priorities during the clinical encounter, limited use of validated

surveys to a study phone vs personal phone, not sharing data with

measures, and poor understanding of the real-world determinants of

providers).23

nonadherence.7–13

To ultimately improve uptake of the Adherence

EMA is a promising tool for identifying real-time 6MP nonadher-

Standard and promote understanding of proximal adherence barriers,

ence and temporal contextual antecedents and possibly, improving

this study sought to determine the acceptability and feasibility of

implementation of the Adherence Standard. Prior to clinical deploy-

implementing text-based assessments of daily 6MP adherence in AYA

ment, this pilot aimed to explore the feasibility and acceptability of

with ALL.

using daily text message surveys (EMA) to measure 6MP adherence,

Obtaining regular and valid adherence assessments is difficult

as well as other proximal contexts relevant to daily adherence (eg,

to achieve, in part, because there is no ideal adherence assessment

physical and emotional symptoms, adherence motivation, family-

tool. A study of oncologists, psychosocial leaders, and administra-

based stressors, location/social company) in AYA with ALL receiving

tors from 144 pediatric oncology programs reported that the most

maintenance treatment. Feasibility was defined by recruitment and

common method of assessing adherence was directly asking the

retention rates, an average EMA survey completion rate of ≥75%,

patient in clinic.9 In contrast, there was limited use of standardized

cost, and technical glitches. In a secondary aim, we identified the initial

self-reported and objective measures, which are less prone to social

convergent validity of EMA of 6MP adherence with an electronic

desirability and recall biases.8,14 Standardized measures are often

adherence monitor by examining the degree of correlation and daily

difficult to implement in busy oncology settings; questionnaires are

agreement between these two measurements. We hypothesized

lengthy and reliant on the accuracy of patient/family retrospective

that EMA data would converge with the electronic pill bottle at

reporting, and electronic adherence monitors are costly, cumbersome,

both the aggregate and daily levels. To guide future intervention

and difficult to interpret.8,11,12 Metabolite concentration profiles

development, daily associations between EMA of contextual fac-

provide information regarding 6MP adherence prior to the blood

tors and electronically monitored 6MP nonadherence were also

draw, but do not provide contextualized data about daily adherence

explored.

patterns.15
Mobile technology is a scalable solution for addressing this critical standards-to-practice gap, especially for AYA who are native dig-

2

METHODS

ital users and have high ownership of mobile devices (∼95% own
a smartphone).16,17 Mobile devices facilitate ecological momentary

2.1

Participants

assessments (EMA) or repeated surveys of behaviors (eg, medication
adherence) in real time,18 often via text messaging. EMA also allow

Participants were AYA with ALL at the Children’s Hospital of Philadel-

for brief assessments of other contextual factors that may proximally

phia. Inclusion criteria were: (a) between the ages of 15 and 25 (guided

influence adherence (eg, physical symptoms), thus providing key oppor-

by the NCI,31 adjusted to represent the younger age of patients treated

context.19–22

at our center), (b) diagnosed with ALL, (c) prescribed daily 6MP, (d) com-

Compared to other assessments, EMA is inexpensive, less vulnerable to

pleted at least 1 month of maintenance chemotherapy to allow partic-

memory decay, and potentially feasible to implement on a larger scale

ipants to establish an initial 6MP routine, and (e) proficient in English.

across pediatric oncology clinics. In the research context, determining

AYA were excluded if they had significant cognitive impairments that

the acceptability and feasibility of EMA is a necessary first step toward

would interfere with participation. Participants were screened for eli-

identifying the time-varying factors that impact 6MP adherence. The

gibility by reviewing charts and clinic schedules in the electronic health

tunities to understand real-time adherence behaviors in
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FIGURE 1

Study design

record. Eighteen AYA were offered participation and all agreed to

2.4

Measures

participate.

2.4.1
2.2

Text message platform

Demographic/disease information

AYA provided data on their age, sex, gender, race/ethnicity, and
school/work status. Health records were reviewed to collect disease

Twilio is a third party communication platform that integrates with

information including cycle of maintenance therapy, months since diag-

research electronic data capture (REDCap)32 to automatically send

nosis, trial enrollment, health insurance (categorized as private or pub-

survey questions and responses to and from a REDCap database to a

lic), and notes about 6MP adherence in: (a) the clinic visit immediately

participant’s mobile phone via a text message. Participants text back

following the 28-day study period (prior to sharing study adherence

their response to each survey question, then their response is stored in

data), and (b) the subsequent clinic visit 1 month later (after sharing

the REDCap database. At our institution, REDCap is free to utilize for

study data; Figure 1).

research and clinical care.

2.4.2
2.3

EMA surveys

Procedures
See Table 1 for a complete list of all EMA questions, response choices,

AYA were recruited in-person in the outpatient oncology clinic for this

and use in past studies. Each afternoon at 4 PM, participants received

institutional review board-approved study by a research staff mem-

nine survey questions assessing physical symptoms (pain, fatigue,

ber with <20% devoted effort on the project. After informed con-

nausea) and psychosocial functioning (affect, adherence motivation,

sent/assent, AYA completed a brief demographic survey via REDCap

family-based stressors). Tailored to the timing of each participant’s typ-

(on an iPad), then were provided with an electronic pill bottle for stor-

ical 6MP dose, AYA were sent two questions assessing their current

ing their 6MP (medication event monitoring system [MEMS Track-

location (categorized as home vs other) and social company (family vs

Cap]). They were asked about the typical timing of their 6MP to tailor

not). One hour after the typical 6MP dosing time, AYA received two

the timing of certain surveys (Figure 1). For 28 days (the approximate

questions asking whether they took 6MP and at what time. If partici-

time between monthly clinic visits), participants received up to 14 sur-

pants indicated “Not yet, but I plan to take it soon,” a follow-up question

vey questions per day. If a participant did not start the survey questions

was sent 1 h later.

within an hour after it was sent, one reminder was sent. Following the
28-day period, AYA completed an acceptability survey via REDCap (on
an iPad during the next clinic visit), returned the MEMS, and were com-

2.4.3

Electronic adherence monitor

pensated up to $100 ($2/day for completing all EMA questions, $20 for
using and returning the MEMS, $10 for completing the acceptability

Each participant was provided with a MEMS TrackCap, an electronic

questionnaire, bonus $14 for completing all tasks). We provided a sum-

adherence monitor,33 to assess daily 6MP adherence over the 28-day

mary of each participant’s adherence data (MEMS and EMA) to their

period. This method of electronic adherence monitoring has been val-

oncology provider via an email and a note in the health record.

idated in pediatric cancer with 6MP metabolic profiles15 and shown
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TA B L E 1

Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) survey questions

Variable

Timing

Items

Description

Physical
symptoms

4 PM

∙ How much pain are you currently experiencing?
∙ How much fatigue are you currently experiencing?
∙ How much nausea are you currently experiencing?

3 Items assessing intensity of current pain, fatigue, and
nausea, on a scale of 0 (none) to 10 (worst); adapted
from two adult oncology EMA studies46,47

Emotional
symptoms

4 PM

∙ How positive were you feeling (happy or joyful) just
before you received this text message?
∙ How negative were you feeling (stressed, mad/angry,
nervous/anxious, or sad) just before you received this
text message?

2 Items assessing degree of positive affect and negative
affect, on a scale of 0 (not at all) to 3 (extremely);
adapted from a physical activity EMA study24

Adherence
motivation

4 PM

∙ How motivated are you to take 6MP today?

1 Item assessing motivation to take 6MP, on a scale of 0
(not motivated) to 4 (extremely motivated); adapted
from EMA study of medication adherence in adults
with HIV48

Family stressors

4 PM

In the past 24 h, have you. . .
∙ Had a misunderstanding or disagreement with your

3 Adapted items from the Hassles Scale for Children,49
assessing whether or not the AYA experienced a
disagreement/misunderstanding with parents, ease
with talking to parents, and loneliness; adapted from
EMA study of adolescents with asthma27

parents?
∙ Found it easy to talk to your parents about your
thoughts and feelings?
∙ Felt lonely?
Location/social
company

During typical
dosing time

∙ Where were you right before you received this text
message?
∙ Who were you with just before you received this text
message?

2 Items assessing where the AYA was (home, school, car,
outdoors, restaurant, store, someone else’s house, gym,
someplace else) and who they were with (alone,
mom/dad, sister(s)/brother(s), other family, friend(s),
classmate(s), someone else); adapted from EMA studies
of diabetes adherence,50 physical activity, 24 and
asthma symptoms27

6MP adherence
and timing

60 min after
typical dosing
time

∙ Did you take your 6MP dose?
∙ What time did you take your 6MP?
∙ (As needed): “Did you end up taking 6MP?”

2 Items assessing whether or not the AYA took 6MP and,
if so, at what time. If participant indicated “Not yet, but I
plan to take it soon,” received 1 additional question 1 h
later; adapted from AYA diabetes EMA study50

consistent accuracy in independent testing.34 MEMS TrackCaps pro-

that you thought were especially good or bad? If so, what were they?”).

vide dates and times that a bottle containing 6MP was opened. The

Items were adopted from a prior mobile health study with AYA cancer

accompanying medAmigo software displays time-stamped adherence

survivors36 and consistent with iterative mobile health development

data for each day. Participants were instructed to place 6MP in the

frameworks.37,38 We reviewed each participant’s health record to

MEMS within 24 h of enrollment, use the MEMS for the full duration

determine whether shared study adherence data were discussed

of the study (rather than a pillbox or pharmacy bottle), and not to open

during a subsequent oncology visit.

the bottle unless they were taking 6MP at that time. For each day, 6MP
adherence was classified as 1 (missed dose) or 0 (took dose).

2.5
2.4.4

Feasibility/acceptability

Data analytic plan

Quantitative feasibility/acceptability data were summarized using
descriptive

statistics

and

frequencies/percentages.

Qualitative

Informed by established standards for measuring acceptability/

responses on the open-ended acceptability item were analyzed for

feasibility,35 feasibility metrics included: (a) percentage of EMA

themes using directed content analysis techniques.39 Two authors

surveys completed, (b) recruitment and retention rates, (c) technol-

(Alexandra M. Psihogios, Annisa Ahmed) independently coded all

ogy cost, and (d) technical issues. A staff member monitored the

data and then reached agreement on the codes/emerging themes

REDCap database one to two times per week for any errors with

through discussion. We examined convergence between the MEMS

survey scheduling/delivery. AYA completed a 17-item acceptability

and EMA adherence data in two ways. First, bivariate correlations

questionnaire that evaluated self-reported ease, burden, and value

compared aggregate adherence data across the 28 days from the EMA

of EMA, including 16 multiple choice items (eg, “I felt comfortable with

surveys, MEMS, and provider assessments from the electronic health

the questions on the text message surveys” on a scale of “Not at All” to

record (% correct doses taken across 28 days). Second, to compare

“Extremely”) and one open-ended item (“Were there aspects of the study

adherence reports at the day level, we calculated the percentage
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agreement/discrepancy of daily EMA adherence data compared to
MEMS data.
For exploratory analyses, mixed-effect models were employed
using SAS PROC GLIMMIX to examine whether EMA of contextual

TA B L E 2

Participant demographic and treatment information

Variable

n (%)

Mean (SD)

Range

Current age

18 (100.0)

17.94 (2.31)

15.00-22.00

Age at diagnosis

18 (100.0)

15.89 (2.54)

9.00-20.00

MEMS data for the 6MP adherence outcome because: (a) it has been

Sex (female)

4 (22.2)

-

-

previously validated, (b) contained more variability than EMA, and (c)

Ethnicity (Hispanic)

5 (27.8)

-

-

factors predicted the binary adherence outcome. We employed

allowed analysis into whether skipping the EMA adherence question

Race

was associated with a missed dose. However, three participants did

White/Caucasian

12 (66.7)

-

-

not consistently utilize their MEMS correctly, and we utilized their

Black/African American

2 (11.1)

-

-

EMA adherence data to resolve any discrepancies. Any EMA survey
that was completed after the participant took 6MP that day were
excluded to ensure that contextual predictors were assessed prior
to 6MP adherence (typically, within a few hours). Separate mixedeffect models were constructed for different predictors. Each model
included the predictor as the fixed effect and a random intercept
for each patient to account for between-person variability. We first
examined the binary predictor of weekday versus weekend (Friday
through Sunday). For the remaining time-varying contextual variables,
we decomposed the between-subject and within-subject effects by
creating two predictors from the original score: (a) the individual mean
across all time points, and (b) the deviation of the daily score from the
individual mean.

2.6

Sample size justification

Asian

1 (5.6)

-

-

Other

3 (16.7)

-

-

Primary insurance type
(public)

7 (38.9)

-

-

Took 6MP in the evening
(8-11 PM)

16 (88.9)

-

-

Treated on a clinical trial

3 (16.7)

-

-

Months since diagnosis

18 (100.0)

20.41 (8.52)

11.03-37.80

Cycle of maintenance

18 (100.0)

4.67 (3.27)

1.00-11.00

Number of missed
6MP doses (MEMS)

15 (83.3)

2.60 (3.09)

0.00-10.00

Number of missed
6MP doses (EMA)

18 (100)

0.89 (1.64)

0.00-7.00

Number of missed
6MP doses (provider)

16 (88.9)

0.63 (0.96)

0.00-3.00

Our prior mobile health work has demonstrated that pilot samples
as small as n = 10 lead to meaningful changes to the intervention,
technology, and protocols.40 For exploratory analyses, an approximate
estimate of power was based on G * Power.41 A sample size of 18 is
sufficient to detect small (.20) effects across 28 days using repeated
measures analysis of variance and a correlation of .5 among repeated
measures, with >95% power and a P-value of <.05.

3
3.1

RESULTS
Feasibility/acceptability

Of those approached, 100% of AYA with ALL taking 6MP (N = 18)

F I G U R E 2 Average percentage ecological momentary assessment
(% EMA) survey questions completed across 28 days

enrolled in the study, received EMA, returned the MEMS, and completed the acceptability measure (100% retention; see Table 2 for

two outliers with lower completion rates (≥2 SDs from the mean); one

demographics). All owned their own smartphone with texting plan.

reported that this was due to a broken phone.

The Twilio system cost $204.00 total to sustain over 12 months (less
than a penny per text plus $10.00-30.00/month to maintain three
phone numbers). Technology glitches were minor (eg, 2 survey days for

3.1.1

Quantitative survey

two participants failed to trigger due to system errors related to the
daylight savings time change) and easily resolved by the REDCap team.

AYA generally viewed the text surveys favorably, with more than half

AYA completed an average of 88.9% of the daily adherence surveys

endorsing that they were “A lot” or “Completely” comfortable with the

(SD = 16.7, range 39.3-100.0%), and 79.5% of the surveys assessing

questions, and the questions made them more aware of taking 6MP

contextual associates (SD = 23.3, range 25.3-100.0%). Average daily

(Table 3). Most AYA reported few technical glitches and that it was easy

EMA completion rates were relatively stable (Figure 2). There were

to find the time to answer the surveys, although they felt they received
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TA B L E 3

EMA acceptability ratings

Item (mean) N = 18

Not at all/A littlen (%)

Somewhatn (%)

A lot/Completelyn (%)

Surveys had many technical glitches (0.56)

15 (83.3)

3 (16.7)

0 (0)

Comfortable with the questions on the surveys (3.11)

a

1 (5.6)

4 (22.2)

13 (72.2)

Hard to find the time to answer surveys (1.11)

13 (72.2)

2 (11.1)

3 (16.7)

Surveys increased awareness of taking 6MP (2.78)

0 (0)

8 (44.4)

10 (55.6)

a

Surveys were helpful (2.44)

2 (11.1)

9 (50.0)

7 (38.9)

Interested in text messaging with oncology team (2.22)

4 (22.2)

8 (44.4)

6 (33.3)

Surveys made me feel more motivated to take 6MP (2.17)

5 (27.8)

6 (33.3)

7 (38.9)

Surveys increased my independence with taking 6MP (2.11)

5 (27.8)

5 (27.8)

8 (44.4)

Surveys increased awareness of my physical health (1.72)

9 (50.0)

5 (27.8)

4 (22.2)

Surveys increased awareness of my mood/stressors (1.67)

7 (38.9)

7 (38.9)

4 (22.2)

Looked forward to taking the surveys (1.67)

8 (44.4)

7 (38.9)

3 (16.7)

Special pill bottle made me feel more motivated to take 6MP (1.56)

11 (61.1)

2 (11.1)

5 (27.8)

Just the right amount

A bit too many

Way too many

7 (38.9)

10 (55.6)

1 (5.6)

What do you think about the number of text message surveys?
Note. Acceptability items on scale of 0 (Not at all) to 4 (Completely).
a
Lower scores are more favorable ratings.

“A bit too many.” At least half reported that they were at least “Some-

0-10, 90.7% adherent; Table 1). Self-reported EMA adherence data

what” interested in sharing information with their oncology team via

(n = 18) indicated an average of 0.89 missed doses (SD = 1.64, range

text messaging, and that the surveys made them feel more motivated

0-7, 96.8% adherent). For the 16 matched providers who assessed and

and independent with taking 6MP. Few participants (n = 7) found the

documented on 6MP adherence for the same month, prior to sharing

MEMS as helpful. Ten AYA (55.6%) reported that they forgot to take

study data with them, the average number of missed doses was lower

6MP, but then were reminded to take it from the adherence survey; five

(M = 0.63, SD = 0.96, range 0-3, 97.8% adherent).

indicated that this occurred one-two times and five reported that this
occurred three-five times.

Aggregate adherence data from MEMS, EMA, and provider assessments were not significantly correlated (r = −.25 to −.02, P > .05).
When comparing MEMS and EMA adherence at the day level (n =
15 AYA with 351 days of complete data), there was congruence of

3.1.2

Qualitative feedback

adherence the majority of days (n = 322 days, 91.7%). For 23 days
(6.6%), MEMS indicated a missed dose, whereas EMA indicated that

Thirteen participants provided a response to the open-ended accept-

the dose was taken. Both measurement tools agreed with nonadher-

ability item. We identified three themes: (a) the adherence survey

ence for 4 days (1.1%). For 2 days, EMA indicated a missed dose

question served as a medication reminder (endorsed by n = 7, 53.8%),

and MEMS indicated that the dose was taken (0.6%). The relation-

(b) the other EMA questions and MEMS were less helpful and more

ship between answering the EMA adherence question and electron-

burdensome (n = 5, 33.3%), and (c) matching the text adherence

ically monitored 6MP adherence approached statistical significance

survey to the typical dose timing promoted adherence (n = 3, 23.0%).

(Table 4). When an individual’s average EMA completion rate improved

After sharing study adherence data, three providers documented

by 20%, the odds of missing 6MP decreased by 53% (OR = 0.47, 95% CI

in the health record that they discussed the data with their patient

0.22-1.0, P = .051).

at a subsequent maintenance visit (all three patients had missed ≥1
6MP dose). One provider further assessed adherence barriers and
involved social work for support. Another documented that it was

3.3

Exploratory EMA adherence analyses

more difficult for the patient to remember to take 6MP since the text
surveys stopped. The last discussed discrepancies between MEMS and
EMA adherence assessments.

On any weekend day, AYA were 2.33 times more likely to miss 6MP
compared to weekdays (95% CI 1.01-5.40, P = .048; Table 4). For timevarying contextual predictors, we found significant within-subject
effects for adherence motivation and negative affect, and ease with

3.2

Comparing adherence reports

talking to parents approached significance. When an AYA demonstrated a 2-unit increase in the deviation from their own average adher-

Among the 15 participants who utilized the MEMS correctly each day,

ence motivation, the odds of missing 6MP that day decreased by 72%

the average number of missed 6MP doses was 2.60 (SD = 3.09, range

(OR = 0.28, 95% CI 0.08-0.99, P = .047). When an AYA demonstrated
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TA B L E 4 Mixed-effect models predicting electronically monitored
6MP adherence
Predictor variables

OR

Weekend (vs weekday)

95% CI

P-value

2.33

1.01-5.40

.048

Deviation from individual mean

0.90

0.38-2.13

.81

Individual mean

0.50

0.02-10.32

.65

*

a 2-unit increase in the deviation from their own average negative
affect, there was 3.92 greater odds of missing 6MP that day (95% CI
1.30-11.79, P = .02). On days when AYA experienced more ease with
talking to their parents about their thoughts and feelings, the odds of
missing 6MP decreased by 21% (OR = 0.79, 95% CI 0.62-1.00, P = .05).

a

Continuous predictors
Pain

4

Fatigue

DISCUSSION

This study successfully delivered automated daily text message

Deviation from individual mean

1.37

0.80-2.35

.25

assessments (EMA) of oral chemotherapy adherence and other

Individual mean

0.65

0.15-2.83

.57

patient-reported symptoms/stressors in a population with known
risks for nonadherence—AYA with ALL prescribed daily 6MP. We

Nausea

also determined that AYA were more likely to miss a dose of 6MP on

Deviation from individual mean

0.74

0.39-1.40

.36

Individual mean

3.34

0.51-21.88

.21

Deviation from individual mean

3.92

1.30-11.79

.02*

Individual mean

10.46

0.34-319.43

.18

Deviation from individual mean

1.15

0.32-4.13

.83

one valuable short-term intervention for improving medication adher-

Individual mean

1.51

0.06-36.49

.80

ence. Electronic adherence monitors also allowed for real-time data

weekends and on days when their adherence motivation and negative
affect worsened from their typical functioning. EMA offered several

Negative affect

unique benefits for future research and clinical implementation that
other measurements did not, including the ability to feasibly assess
6MP adherence and other relevant contextual factors on a more

Positive affect

frequent basis, high uptake and acceptability, and potentially offering

collection, but were subject to error (three AYA did not consistently

Motivation
Deviation from individual mean

0.28

0.08-0.99

.047

Individual mean

0.84

0.19-3.78

.82

*

b

Binary predictors

use them), expensive, and did not provide contextual data, diminishing
their clinical utility.42
Delivering EMA of 6MP adherence and other proximal contexts was
feasible in a research study, evidenced by all AYA owning their own

Disagreement with parent

phone, completion rates over the >75% threshold, relatively low cost,

Deviation from individual mean

0.99

0.70-1.39

.95

few observed technical glitches, ideal recruitment and retention rates,

Individual mean

1.72

0.39-7.68

.48

and the ability to accomplish the study with a small team. EMA completion rates were relatively stable across the 28-day period, rather

Easy to talk to parents
Deviation from individual mean

0.79

0.62-1.00

.05

Individual mean

1.17

0.73-1.87

.50

than a pattern of rapid disengagement that has been observed in other
populations,24 suggesting that AYA may have been willing to engage
for a longer period of time. Participants reported high EMA accept-

Felt lonely

ability, particularly, comfort with the questions, ease with finding the
Deviation from individual mean

1.19

0.89-1.59

.23

Individual mean

1.37

0.72-2.61

.34

Deviation from individual mean

0.83

0.66-1.05

.11

the absence of financial incentives), future research should isolate the

Individual mean

0.59

0.18-1.96

.39

most predictive variables of adherence and eliminate items that do not

At home

Individual mean

taking 6MP. However, most AYA felt that there were slightly too many
survey questions per day. To encourage engagement (particularly in

yield meaningful information (eg, physical symptoms).

With family
Deviation from individual mean

time to answer, and that the surveys helped them be more aware of

1.17
1.44

0.92-1.50
0.50-4.10

.20
.50

AYA perceived EMA as useful for reminding and encouraging
adherence. After providing study adherence data to providers, a few
utilized the data to facilitate further adherence-promoting conversa-

Completed EMA adherence survey

tions with their patients. As described in the Adherence Standard,6

Deviation from individual mean

0.98

0.80-1.20

.85

Individual mean

0.47

0.22-1.00

.05

Note. For the time-varying contextual predictors, the effect was decomposed into a between-subject effect (individual mean) and within-subject
effect (deviation from individual mean).
a
OR of missing 6MP for every 2-unit increase in the predictor.
b
OR of missing 6MP for every 0.2-unit increase in the predictor (ie, 20%
increase in the proportion).
* = significant at p<.05.

assessing adherence more regularly may ultimately serve an important interventional role, potentially by way of providing a reminder,
increasing accountability and self-monitoring skills, and promoting
healthy habits. Notably, habit strength is positively correlated with
medication adherence—if daily adherence surveys promote more
automatic behavior, there may be less chance for an AYA to forget to
take their medication over time.43 While medication reminders are
prone to habituation,44–46 providing a two-way reminder (ie, asking
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whether or not the patient took the dose) may be more engaging. This

is to test low-/no-cost strategies for maintaining AYA engagement in

represents one important intervention component to test in future

EMA (eg, delivering developmentally friendly rewards such as memes

trials, although likely insufficient alone; AYA nonadherence is a difficult

or quotes).52 Finally, temporal data capturing 6MP adherence in

health behavior to change and most amenable to multi-component

context are needed, with larger samples over a longer period of time,

interventions.47,48

to develop personalized interventions that effectively address the

Discrepancies are common in adherence research—multiple measurement types rarely

converge.12,14,49

real-world contexts where risks of nonadherence are high.19–22

Contrary to our hypothesis,

overall 6MP adherence data from EMA and MEMS were not corre-
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they are novel, highlight the utility of EMA for understanding how
within-person fluctuations impact 6MP adherence, and offer potentially valuable tailoring variables for more personalized mobile adherence interventions. For example, just-in-time adaptive interventions
(JITAI) incorporate EMA and/or sensor data to deliver tailored interventions at the right time, only when it is needed (eg, delivering a medication reminder on a weekend, when AYA are more prone to forget).51
This study demonstrated that EMA is an acceptable and feasible
research method for AYA with ALL, and may have clinical utility for
routinely assessing 6MP adherence and providing a short-term intervention (ie, a two-way medication reminder). Other centers seeking
to implement this approach will benefit from free REDCap access and
administrative support, a staff member with at least 10-20% devoted
effort toward deploying and maintaining the text message assessment
program, and a small fund to support Twilio text message delivery
(∼$200/year in this study). Findings should be interpreted within the
context of study limitations, including a small study sample from a
single institution (although diverse and a typical size for pilot studies)
and other threats to external validity (eg, participants receiving money
for completing surveys). Implementation research is needed to study
the processes and strategies that would support the integration of
EMA into usual clinical care. For example, reducing in-person effort
by establishing a digital infrastructure that automates the initiation
of surveys when 6MP is prescribed and integrates data with the
electronic health record in real time. Another important area of inquiry
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